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Introduction

We present a novel measurement of the spatial variation of residual stresses in a metal matrix composite (MMC). Failures in MMCs are sensitive to localized residual stresses. For example, the interface bond strength depends on the radial residual stress at the fiber-matrix interface.\(^1\)

Unfortunately, most residual stress measurements in MMCs are spatial averages rather than local values. Neutron diffraction measurements in MMCs typically average over the whole sample, although they do provide separate stresses in the fiber and matrix.\(^2\) Layer removal methods similarly provide a spatial average over a large volume.\(^3\) X-ray diffraction can measure a local stress value but only on the surface.\(^2\)

The measurement of spatially resolved residual stresses is also crucial for validating predictive models. Models with different predictions for local residual stresses can lead to the same averaged values. Therefore, the practice of validating models only against measured average stresses can lead to false confirmations.

Specimen

Kanthal matrix composites containing 200 µm diameter tungsten fibers were fabricated at the NASA Lewis Research Center using the arc-spray method.\(^4\) The composition of the Kanthal by weight % is 73.2 Fe, 21 Cr, 5.8 Al, and 0.04 C. Tapes containing unidirectional fibers were hot pressed at 1065°C for 1 hour before being cooled to room temperature. The as-fabricated bars were 25 mm wide, 2.5 mm thick, and 200 mm long. An additional Kanthal bar containing no fibers was fabricated and taken through the same heating cycle.

Measurements

We measured residual stresses in a 10 vol-% specimen using the crack compliance method.\(^5\) A wire (30 µm diameter tungsten) cut a slot 80 µm wide (Fig 1) by wire electric discharge machining (EDM). The slot was cut in 25 µm increments, while strains (\(\varepsilon_x\)) were measured on the top surface after each increment using a strain gauge. The final slot depth was about 500µm.

![Figure 1. Micrograph showing final depth of slot cut by wire EDM in MMC. Fibers are 200 µm diameter.](image1)

![Figure 2. Crack compliance measurements and FEM predictions in MMC.](image2)

The residual stress profile was calculated from the measured strains using a series expansion and a 5th order power series. Fig. 2 shows the result, which is a depth profile of \(\sigma_x\) along the left side of the slot.
Figure 3. shows results from measurements in the monolithic (no fibers) Kanthal specimen. The magnitude of the residual stresses is low but not zero.

The residual stresses were extracted from the FEM model at the same location as the crack compliance measurements. They are plotted in Fig. 2.

**Discussion**

The general trend of the measurements and predictions are similar; however, the model overpredicts the stress magnitude by about 50%. Neutron diffraction measurements similarly found the average stresses in the matrix of the 10 vol-% specimen to be lower than predicted by the model. Decreasing the stress-free temperature in the model to 450 C resulted in better agreement, although we have no justification for that particular selection, and the locations of the peak stresses are still shifted by about 0.1 mm from their measured locations.

A more realistic model might match the measurements better. The FEM model did not include viscoplastic material behavior or strain hardening, assumed perfect bonding between the fiber and matrix, and assumed uniform cooling. The non-zero residual stress measurements in the monolithic Kanthal specimen, Fig. 3, support the contention that uniform cooling is not a good assumption.

**Conclusions**

The crack compliance method is shown to be an important tool for spatially resolving residual stresses in MMCs. Such measurements are crucial for failure prediction and for validating FEM models. However, because a slot must be cut between the fibers, crack compliance measurements are limited to relatively low volume fraction composites.
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